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RNA proximity sequencing reveals the spatial
organization of the transcriptome in the nucleus
Jörg Morf 1*, Steven W. Wingett 1,2, Irene Farabella 3,4, Jonathan Cairns 1,12,
Mayra Furlan-Magaril 5, Luis F. Jiménez-García6, Xin Liu 7, Frank F. Craig7, Simon Walker8,
Anne Segonds-Pichon2, Simon Andrews2, Marc A. Marti-Renom 3,4,9,10 and Peter Fraser 1,11
The global, three-dimensional organization of RNA molecules in the nucleus is difficult to determine using existing methods.
Here we introduce Proximity RNA-seq, which identifies colocalization preferences for pairs or groups of nascent and fully transcribed RNAs in the nucleus. Proximity RNA-seq is based on massive-throughput RNA barcoding of subnuclear particles in
water-in-oil emulsion droplets, followed by cDNA sequencing. Our results show RNAs of varying tissue-specificity of expression, speed of RNA polymerase elongation and extent of alternative splicing positioned at varying distances from nucleoli.
The simultaneous detection of multiple RNAs in proximity to each other distinguishes RNA-dense from sparse compartments.
Application of Proximity RNA-seq will facilitate study of the spatial organization of transcripts in the nucleus, including
non-coding RNAs, and its functional relevance.

T

he spatial organization of nucleic acids in cell nuclei is critical
for gene expression and ultimately cell physiology1. Different
scales of the spatial organization of DNA and chromatin have
been analysed; from promoter–enhancer interactions to megabasesized topological association domains (TADs) and large-scale,
higher-order folding of chromosomes into distinct compartments composed of transcriptionally active or inactive regions2–4.
However, there is little understanding of where specific transcripts
are synthesized, processed and/or sequestered in relation to nuclear
landmarks. Large parts of transcriptomes have been spatially
resolved in tissues5 and single cells6–8 with imaging techniques,
but these methods do not infer colocalization or spatial associations between different RNA molecules. Pairwise probing of RNA–
RNA interactions has thus far been limited to direct base-paired
contacts9 or to short-range distances between RNA ends allowing
enzymatic ligations10–13. We therefore devised a widely applicable,
massive-throughput method that determines spatial associations
between pairs or groups of transcripts irrespective of the nature of
their interaction to provide a functional readout of transcriptional
genome activity in the nucleus.
Proximity RNA-seq uniquely barcodes RNAs in millions of
subnuclear particles in parallel by a simple, rapid vortexing step
combining fragmented nuclear particles with barcoded beads in a
water-in-oil emulsion (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1). Barcoded
complementary DNAs are then sequenced to enable the reconstruction of proximities between chromatin-associated, nascent RNAs
and non-coding RNAs in nuclei. We use Proximity RNA-seq to
identify, characterize and map specific transcript families in relation
to a major recognizable nuclear landmark, providing a cytological
spatial map of RNAs in cells.

Results

Massive-throughput barcoding in emulsion. We first developed
an on-bead PCR protocol in emulsion to uniquely barcode up to
1 billion beads individually for an experiment. We used conditions
that favor the amplification of a single synthesized DNA template
containing a 26-base-long random barcode on each bead in the
emulsion14,15 (Fig. 1b). The encapsulation of a single barcode with
one bead can be approximated by diluting templates and beads sufficiently before emulsification. To estimate the fraction of singly
barcoded beads, we first used two barcode templates of defined
sequences (Supplementary Table 1) for PCR amplification on
beads. Fluorescent probes were then hybridized to the amplified
barcodes on beads before flow cytometry analysis and comparison with expected Poisson distributions (Fig. 1c,d). To optimize
the yield of beads with individual random barcodes, we chose
encapsulation conditions and template amounts according to a
Poisson model that aimed at 50% barcoded beads, of which around
70% were covered with copies of a single barcode and 30% had
copies of multiple barcodes. After PCR, barcode copies on beads
were extended with 15 random bases to generate reverse transcription (RT) primers (Fig. 1b,e). Subnuclear particles from SH-SY5Y
human neuroblastoma cells were obtained by minimal sonication
to disrupt nuclei isolated from chemically crosslinked cells. After
each sonication cycle, disruption of nuclei was examined by microscopy. We used ethylene glycol-bis(succinimidylsuccinate) (EGS),
with a 16 Å spacer between reactive groups, in combination with
formaldehyde for crosslinking, with the aim to increase the fraction of particles containing multiple RNA molecules. After sonication of nuclei, all the homogenate was encapsulated into droplets
without prior centrifugation. In-droplet reverse transcription of
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Fig. 1 | Proximity RNA-seq. a, Massive-throughput barcoding by RT of RNA-containing particles in water-in-oil droplets. b, Barcoding of magnetic
beads with immobilized primers and diluted random DNA templates by emulsion PCR. Barcodes on beads were end-tailed with random nucleotides to
subsequently serve as RT primers. c, To control barcoding and emulsion integrity, two barcodes of known sequence were amplified on beads in emulsion
or solution prior to hybridization with complementary fluorescent probes and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis to count empty, single
and mixed barcoded beads. Top panel, PCR in emulsion; bottom panel, PCR in solution. Axes specify fluorescence signals of hybridized probes. d, Different
two-barcode experiments, rows, were ordered according to increasing fractions of non-barcoded beads (yellow, low fraction; purple, high fraction).
Fractions of beads containing no, one or both barcodes (columns) were compared with expected Poisson distributions (chi-squared test statistic, dashed
line indicates P = 0.05). n = 10,000 beads per experiment were analysed. e, Acrylamide gel of single-stranded barcodes (ss-barcodes) before (lane 2) and
after (lane 3) the addition of 15 random nucleotides. Single-stranded RNA ladder (ss-RNA ladder) was run in lane 1 (n = 2).

RNAs in crosslinked particles with barcoded beads followed by
cDNA library amplification (Supplementary Fig. 1) resulted in a
fragment length suitable for Illumina sequencing.
Proximity RNA-seq characterization and validation. Sequencing
and mapping of RNAs in nuclear-enriched particles resulted in a
fourfold increase in intron-to-exon read ratio compared with ribosomal RNA-depleted RNA-seq. In addition, the characteristic overrepresentation of reads at the 5′ ends in introns compared with the
3′ ends16 demonstrated a clear enrichment for nascent transcripts
(Fig. 2a,b). We trimmed three bases on either end of the barcode to
account for offsets by a few bases of otherwise identical barcodes.
The resulting barcode length of 20 random bases corresponds to
a theoretical barcode complexity of 1012, which exceeded an estimated 109 nascent RNA molecules in the input material. Multiple
794

reads with the same barcode and mapping to the same transcript
were dubbed a proxy read and counted as one transcript observation (Supplementary Fig. 2). Up to 25% of proxy reads were
cobarcoded with proxy reads mapping to other transcripts identifying spatial RNA associations (Supplementary Fig. 3). Proximity
RNA-seq benefits from sequencing into saturation to increase the
number of RNAs identified on beads and cobarcoded proxy reads
(Supplementary Fig. 4).
To validate spatial associations, we first analysed cobarcoding
events of the abundant small RNA U3, which resides in the nucleolus
together with hundreds of other small non-coding, nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs)17. We found overwhelmingly significant cobarcoding
of snoRNAs with U3 compared with the non-snoRNA transcriptome (Mann–Whitney U-test: P = 4 × 10−56; Cliff ’s delta effect size:
0.9; Fig. 2c). In contrast, control experiments using multi-barcoded
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Fig. 2 | RNA cobarcoding and proximal transcriptomes. a, Proximity RNA-seq reads mapping to GPC6 (blue) and adjacent transcripts on the opposite
strand (pink) illustrate both high intronic read densities and the saw-tooth read pattern along introns. b, Fractions in percentage of reads in transcript
features. Proximity RNA-seq was compared with total RNA-seq after ribosomal depletion39 and the base coverage of exons, introns and genes in the
genome (set as 100), respectively. c, Counts of cobarcoding events involving U3 RNA plotted against the number of proxy reads of the other RNA. Left
panel, crosslinked sample with uniquely barcoded beads; middle panel, control using crosslinked sample and randomly barcoded beads; right panel, control
with purified RNA after crosslink reversal and uniquely barcoded beads. Of note, most snoRNAs are not plotted for control data, as no cobarcoding with U3
was detected. d, For the top 1,000 RNAs (combined data from n = 3 independent experiments), the number of cobarcoded transcripts was plotted against
the number of proxy reads per RNA. Gray, randomized; blue, observed; orange, RNAs with high complexity of cobarcoded transcripts (P < 0.01); orange
with white slash, q < 0.05 as derived in e. e, Transcripts with more complex composition of cobarcoded transcripts than expected at random were identified
by Fisher’s exact test, two-sided, and FDR adjustment (x axis, odds ratio with positive values indicating high complexity of cobarcoded transcripts).

beads produced by PCR amplification in a droplet-free solution showed
essentially no cobarcoding between U3 and snoRNAs. Similarly,
using crosslink-reversed and purified RNA and uniquely barcoded

beads also showed no cobarcoding between U3 and snoRNAs.
We next compared the crosslink-reversed control, the standard
crosslinked condition used throughout the manuscript and a
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prolonged crosslinked sample to assess the effects of sample preparation on particle encapsulation, RNA read counts and nuclear
proximities. Global correlation in transcript abundance as measured
by Proximity RNA-seq between standard crosslinked and crosslinkreversed samples (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient: 0.8) was
found to be similarly high to that between replicates of crosslinked
samples (Supplementary Fig. 3). Equal transcript abundances in
both datasets suggested unbiased encapsulation of crosslinked
RNA particles into droplets. As exemplified by U3 (Fig. 2c), the
crosslink-reversed sample lacked information on RNA proximities,
and global correlation in pairwise transcript cobarcoding between
crosslinked and crosslink-reversed samples was poor (Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient: 0.29). We then compared the sample
with prolonged fixation with the standard sample preparation. The
same number of sonication cycles was used for both samples to
disrupt nuclei. We found that the fraction of ribosomal RNA reads
increased from 43% in standard conditions to 87% with prolonged
crosslinking. Of note, nuclei contribute less than the cytoplasm
to a total of around 90% rRNA in whole cells18,19. Intronic reads
decreased from 74% to 47% and exonic reads increased from 18%
to 47% with prolonged crosslinking compared with standard conditions (Supplementary Fig. 5). We conclude that prolonged crosslinking copurified larger amounts of cytoplasmic RNA compared
with standard crosslinking, which hampers the analysis of nuclear
RNA organization. Nuclear particle preparation is therefore likely a
trade-off between a high crosslinking efficiency, to increase cobarcoding of transcripts at the cost of cytoplasmic RNA contamination,
and aiming for a cleaner preparation of nuclei with less crosslinking and less frequent cobarcoding of transcripts. Using our standard sample preparation in SH-SY5Y cells, high intron and modest
rRNA contents suggested that the conditions were suitable to probe
nuclear RNA proximities. Furthermore, correlations in pairwise
transcript cobarcoding between different standard crosslinked replicates ranged between 0.71 and 0.83 (Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, Supplementary Fig. 3). These results demonstrate that
our method reproducibly detects RNAs present in individual subnuclear particles. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that
other conditions may be more suitable.
To calculate the significance of spatial associations between
transcripts while taking their vastly different abundances into
account, we randomized pairings of proxy reads and their barcodes
100,000 times to obtain simulated cobarcoding counts for pairs of
transcripts (see Methods, Supplementary Fig. 3). Observed cobarcoded pairwise RNA proximities were compared with simulated
counts to determine statistical significance (Supplementary Tables
2,3). These analyses verified known contacts between 18S and 28S
rRNAs, MALAT1 and U1 (ref. 20) and between spliceosomal RNAs,
respectively (q < 0.002). To further test the analysis pipeline, we performed Proximity RNA-seq using a mixture of particles from different species. To a standard input of human particles equivalent to
50 ng RNA we added the same amount of fruit fly particles to obtain
a conservative estimate of false positive RNA proximities. We first
selected barcode groups with exactly two transcripts and found that
20% of all two-transcript barcode groups consisted of a fly and a
human transcript (Supplementary Fig. 6). We then compared the
whole dataset with randomizations and estimated the false positive
rates of pairwise, inter-species RNA proximities. P-value cutoffs for
pairwise RNA proximities at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 resulted in 0%, 2%
and 6.4% false positive rates, respectively. This shows that Proximity
RNA-seq and the analysis pipeline produce few false positives even
in conditions with considerable species mixing in droplets.
Main RNA compartments and transcript positioning in nuclei.
Next, we analysed the number of unique transcripts cobarcoded
once or multiple times and irrespective of the significance of pairwise associations, with a given RNA molecule of the 1,000 highest
796

expressed transcripts. We found that RNAs present at higher levels
had higher cobarcoded transcript counts (Fig. 2d and Supplementary
Table 4). Two factors likely underlie this trend. First, in cells, highly
expressed RNAs have more opportunities to encounter other transcripts, and second, in droplets, abundant RNAs are more often
cobarcoded with transcripts from distinct particles, according to
the Poisson distribution of particles into droplets, thereby further
increasing the number of unique cobarcoded transcripts. Notably,
we identified RNAs cobarcoded with more unique transcripts than
would be expected by their abundance. Such RNAs were often noncoding, rather than protein-coding, and included spliceosomal (U1,
U2, U4 and U5), paraspeckle (NEAT1) and nucleolar (snoRNAs)
transcripts (Fig. 2d,e). The more complex compositions of cobarcoded transcripts likely reflected transcriptome-wide functions in
intron excision and exon splicing in the case of spliceosomal RNAs
and supported the notion of some non-coding RNAs as spatial organizers or markers of larger RNA groups in nuclei.
In DNA contact assays, close distance on the linear genome largely
increases contact strength between genomic regions. Significant but
lower contact strength between regions further apart is indicative
of higher-order chromatin folding. We therefore assumed that pairs
of nascent RNAs, although not physically linked like DNA of the
same chromosome, would show increased spatial association when
the distance between their genes was small. Using randomizationderived P values for RNA pairs, we found higher levels of associations between transcripts encoded by genes located nearby in the
linear genome than between transcripts from genes further apart or
on different chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 7). This shows that
one factor that specifies spatial associations of a nascent transcript
with other RNAs is linear genome proximity of the respective genes.
We then asked whether larger groups of nuclear-retained, noncoding and nascent coding transcripts preferentially associate
with each other and thereby partition the nuclear transcriptome.
Principal component analysis (PCA) on P values of pairwise associations between any RNA and the top 100 connected transcripts
identified two main compartments for RNA in nuclei. Principal
component 2 (PC2) separated snoRNAs as well as a set of proteincoding transcripts from the bulk of mostly protein-coding transcripts (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Table 5). We dubbed this transcript
group, which is highly enriched for nucleolar transcripts, compartment I, based on the prevalent RNA polymerase I activity for
rRNA synthesis within the nucleolus. Accordingly, compartment II
was named after RNA polymerase II, which is predominant in the
nucleoplasm (Fig. 3b). We then performed dual RNA fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) using U3 as a nucleolar marker and
sets of 24 probes hybridizing to intronic sequences of 13 different
RNAs (Fig. 3c,d). The results confirmed that nascent transcripts
from compartment I are indeed preferentially synthesized in close
proximity to the nucleolus, whereas nascent transcripts from compartment II are transcribed in the nucleoplasm at greater distances
from the nucleolus. This validates the accuracy of Proximity RNAseq to predict spatial distances between different transcripts and a
major nuclear structure, the nucleolus, providing a ‘magnetic north’
reference point for genome function that is lacking in chromosome
conformation capture (Hi-C) data. On average, median distances
between the edge of the nearest nucleolus and transcripts of compartment I were 0.82 ± 0.24 µm (mean ± s.d.). Compartment II
transcripts, on the other hand, were found at on average twofold
increased distances from the nucleoli (1.68 ± 0.37 µm). Our findings suggest that the perinucleolar region, which has previously
been associated with transcriptionally silent, compact chromatin3,21,
expresses a specific subgroup of RNAPII-transcribed genes.
We next analysed features of RNAs grouped into eight quantiles
according to their relative nuclear position derived from PC2 values (Fig. 3b,e–g). Compartment I (quantiles 1–3) contained 370
(70%) and compartment II (quantiles 4–8) 784 protein-coding
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Fig. 3 | Bipartite nuclear transcriptome. a, PCA of transcripts (n = 1,388) based on their pairwise proximity with the top 100 connected transcripts.
b, Schematic of compartment I with transcripts in purple and compartment II with transcripts in gray. PC2 quantiles 1–8 are indicated. c, Examples of dual
RNA-FISH. Red, U3; green, intronic probes against candidate RNA; blue, DAPI; scale bars, 2 µm. d, Spatial distances of intronic transcript spots to nearest
nucleolus as measured by dual RNA-FISH. Compartment I transcripts are shown in purple, compartment II in gray (I versus II nested analysis of variance
(ANOVA): P = 0.002). C7 n = 72 intronic spots, HIBADH 58, KCNIP4 16, TANC 24, GATA44 86, NOTCH2 17, DST 63, CHRM3 29, SNPO2 129, SORCS1
59, CLSTN1 27, KIF26B 55, FTX 88. Orange bar, median; dashed orange lines, mean of medians. e, Fractions of RNA families along PC2 axis (PC2 quantiles
1, 3, 6, 8: n = 174, quantiles 2, 4, 5, 7: n = 173). f, Tissue specificity (Tau scores, 0 for broadly expressed and 1 for tissue specific22,23) for each transcript in
different proximity quantiles. The borders, bar and whiskers of the box plot represent the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles, the median and the most
extreme data points within 1.5× interquartile range from Q1 to Q3, respectively. g, Heatmap of Pearson residuals (yellow–magenta) from regression against
PC2 quantiles (columns, PC2 quantiles 1–8: n = 1,214, 2,017, 2,926, 3,070, 3,324, 3,884, 3,417, 3,225 exons) and bins of exon inclusion scores (rows).

transcripts (90%). We observed an accumulation of gene ontology
terms, many specific to the neuronal cell type, in compartment II
but few enriched terms in compartment I (Supplementary Fig. 8).
Similarly, the number of transcripts with high tissue specificity22,23
increased from compartment I to compartment II, with the exception of nucleolar quantile 1 (Fig. 3f). Consistently, genes encoding

compartment II transcripts were closer in the linear genome to
multi-enhancer domains crucial for cell identity (super-enhancers24,25) than genes whose transcripts were assigned to compartment I
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Finally, alternative splicing of exons in protein-coding transcripts occurred less frequently in compartment I,
as indicated by high exon inclusion26. In contrast, transcripts in
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n = 3,360, snoRNAs - RNA repeats n = 244, exon junctions - RNA repeats n = 61, all - rRNA n = 4,426, snoRNAs - rRNA n = 205, exon junctions - rRNA
n = 914, all - snoRNAs n = 849, between pairs of snoRNAs n = 182, exon junctions - snoRNAs n = 0).

compartment II exhibited variable and often lower exon inclusion
(Fig. 3g). This suggests that the nuclear transcriptome is partitioned
into broadly expressed, so-called housekeeping, transcripts in the
vicinity of nucleoli in compartment I and tissue-specific RNAs and
transcripts that are more frequently subject to alternative splicing in
compartment II.
Precursor and processed RNA localization. To distinguish different spatial sites for precursor and processed RNA, we split reads for
any transcript into three groups: overlapping introns for precursors,
exon junctions for mature RNAs and a group of other, ambiguous
stretches of transcripts. After comparison with random simulations (Supplementary Table 6), we visualized the high-dimensional
spatial RNA association data by giving each RNA a position in a
two-dimensional map using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (t-SNE27) (Fig. 4a). The clustering of snoRNAs apart
from the bulk of precursor transcripts recapitulated the two compartments revealed by PCA and using gene-based transcript annotations. In addition, we found exon junctions clustered together,
separated from nascent RNA and nucleolar transcript clusters.
Strikingly, most pairwise RNA associations involving exon junctions were formed with ribosomal RNA (89%). Unlike snoRNAs,
which contact each other and rRNA in nucleoli, exon junctions
showed no association with snoRNAs (Fig. 4b). These results indicate that rRNA was captured at two distinct stages and locations:
during synthesis and processing with snoRNAs in nucleoli, and as
functional ribosomes, likely situated at the outer nuclear envelope
and copurified from the cytoplasm by crosslinking to nuclei, in
complex with spliced protein-coding RNAs as represented by exon
junction reads.
Compartment- and transcript-specific local RNA density.
Proximity RNA-seq enables the simultaneous detection of two or
more proximal transcripts. We reasoned that frequent or rare simultaneous detection of multiple proximal transcripts is characteristic
of a specific RNA and the nuclear region from which crosslinked
particles originate and reflects high or low local RNA density,
respectively. To derive local RNA density and/or connectivity for
individual transcripts, we introduced a measure describing how
798

often a transcript was detected singly or cobarcoded with one or
multiple other RNA molecules. This so-called ‘valency’ of a given
transcript was inferred from relative enrichments or depletions
(z-score) in the number of reads mapping to the transcript in barcode groups encompassing one, two and three transcripts, respectively, compared with the nuclear transcriptome average (Fig. 5a,
Supplementary Fig. 9, Supplementary Table 7). After assigning
valency to individual transcripts, we analysed the distribution of
valency in compartments I and II. We found that transcripts in compartment I overall exhibited high valency (that is, z-scores of valency
1 <0 and z-scores of valency 2 and 3 >0), indicating the increased
RNA density in nucleoli28. Of note, spatial regions adjacent to nucleoli contained in PC2 quantiles 2 and 3 also exhibited high valency
despite much reduced numbers of snoRNAs in such regions. In contrast, low-valency transcripts prevailed in compartment II (Fig. 5b).
Further, we analysed valencies of whole proximal transcriptomes
(association P ≤ 0.1) specific to the abundant non-coding RNAs
7SLRNA, 7SK and nuclear speckle-resident MALAT1, respectively
(Fig. 5c). We first examined transcript assignments to PC2 quantiles
and found 7SLRNA enriched in proximity to compartment I transcripts (quantiles 1–3). 7SK and MALAT1 colocalization with proximal transcripts peaked near the border of or within compartment II
(quantiles 4–8), respectively (Fig. 5d). We then combined transcript-specific valencies for each proximal transcriptome. All three
proximal transcriptomes showed decreased valency 1 and increased
valency 2 and 3 compared with the entire transcriptome, indicative
of locally increased RNA density (Fig. 5e) (tests for valency 1, compared with entire transcriptome, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, two-sided:
7SL P = 5 × 10−5, 7SK P = 0.001, MALAT1 P = 3 × 10−5, Cliff ’s delta
effect size: 7SL 0.25, 7SK 0.22, MALAT1 0.21). We next asked how
the valency of proximal transcriptomes is affected through associations with high-valency nucleoli and snoRNAs. Removal of snoRNAs from the analysis reduced valencies 2 and 3 and increased
valency 1 of 7SLRNA (Fig. 5e) (for valency 1 with and without
snoRNAs, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, two-sided: P = 0.003, Cliff ’s
delta effect size: −0.23). Therefore, the proximal transcriptome of
7SLRNA increased RNA density through association with nucleolar transcripts. The valency of the 7SK transcriptome showed little
change upon removal of snoRNAs (for valency 1 with and without
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snoRNAs, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, two-sided: P = 0.3, Cliff ’s delta
effect size: −0.13). Similarly to 7SK and in line with its architectural
role in membrane-less nuclear bodies, autonomous from nucleoli,
the proximal transcriptome of MALAT1 retained its valency state
irrespective of snoRNAs (for valency 1 with and without snoRNAs, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, two-sided: P = 0.9, Cliff ’s delta effect
size: −0.07). In conclusion, we found compartment I to be clearly
distinguished from compartment II based on RNA density. Yet,
the proximal transcriptome of MALAT1 was identified as a highvalency, RNA-dense body apart from compartment I, suggesting a
heterogeneous RNA valency distribution throughout the relatively
RNA-sparse compartment II.
RNA valency identifies dense, fast-transcribing chromatin.
We next applied valency to differentiate transcriptionally active
800

genomic subcompartments. Given that up to 80% of Proximity
RNA-seq reads mapped to introns, we reasoned that Proximity
RNA-seq-derived valency could be deployed to further classify transcript-encoding genome regions. We therefore performed Hi-C in
SH-SY5Y cells and assigned average RNA valency scores to genomic
regions. Hi-C studies have described open, transcriptionally active
domains that preferentially contact other active domains in higherorder A compartments, while compact, poorly expressed domains
preferentially contact each other in B compartments2,29–31. We found
genomic A regions with high average RNA valency to be enriched
in compartment I transcripts. Low-valency A regions more frequently encoded compartment II transcripts (Fig. 6a). As expected,
genomic regions without assigned valency encompassed most B
regions with low transcript expression (Supplementary Fig. 10)
and showed very strong enrichment of chromatin contacts between
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them by Hi-C (Fig. 6b). When comparing high- and low-valency
genomic regions by Hi-C, we identified stronger DNA contact
enrichments for pairs of high-valency compartment I regions, which
resembled A to B contacts, whereas contact enrichments between
low-valency regions were weaker, similar to A to A contacts (Fig.
6b,c, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, two-sided, pairs of high-valency contacts versus pairs of low-valency contacts: P = 0, Cliff ’s delta effect
size: 0.25). To gain further insights into distinct spatial distributions
and local chromatin properties for different valency regions, we created three-dimensional (3D) models of a chromosome using Hi-C
contact frequencies as spatial restraints32. In line with the contact
enrichment profiles, high-valency domains in chromosome 14 were
spatially closer to the B compartment than low-valency regions
(Fig. 6d,e). Electron micrographs of nuclei likewise provided evidence for RNA-dense regions adjacent to compact chromatin
(Supplementary Fig. 11)33. 3D model-derived estimates of local
accessibility of a virtual object and of chromatin contact counts
per volume suggested, furthermore, that high-valency regions were
less accessible and more compact than low-valency regions (Fig. 6f,
Supplementary Fig. 12). Finally, we observed increased transcription elongation rates in high-valency compared with low-valency
regions (Fig. 6g, Supplementary Fig. 13) as estimated by regression
of 5′ to 3′ read density within long introns measured by Proximity
RNA-seq (Fig. 2a)16,34. This suggests that high- and low-valency territories are also distinguishable by local, apparent catalytic activities.
In a reciprocal analysis in K562 haematopoietic cells we confirmed
that fast-transcribing genomic regions, defined by BruDRB-seq35,
showed stronger Hi-C contact enrichments than slowly transcribed
regions36 (Supplementary Fig. 14).

Discussion

Much insight into RNA–RNA associations has so far been gained
from methods using psoralen derivatives to specifically crosslink
base-paired interactions. This approach has proved invaluable to
map RNA secondary structure and to identify pairs of RNAs with
complementary and hybridized sequence patches9–13,37. However,
the larger 3D context of where RNA molecules are located and
form contacts in cells has remained unaddressed. Proximity RNAseq measures co-localization and positioning of RNAs in cellular
3D space at the resolution of individual transcripts, while psoralen
methods identify base-paired regions within a transcript or a pair
of transcripts. Dimensionality reduction of pairwise spatial RNA
associations enabled us to accurately position transcripts to compartment I, encompassing the nucleolus and adjacent regions, and
compartment II, the nucleoplasm and nuclear periphery, in strong
agreement with 3D RNA-FISH. Previously, the detection and identification of the RNA-dense compartment I based on DNA proximity ligations has been hampered due to the low and repetitive
DNA content in nucleoli. Furthermore, distances between genes
distributed over the surface area of nucleoli are probably too large
for ligation3. Measuring RNA proximities in subnuclear particles
circumvents this limitation of DNA ligation assays to describe
RNA-dense regions in nuclei. Ligation-free DNA proximity measurements mirror our finding of transcript compartments at the
genome level3.
Positioning of a gene to dense heterochromatin around nucleoli
has been associated with gene repression3,21. However, the direct
spatial mapping of transcriptional output here identified active
RNA synthesis from specific genes at the periphery of nucleoli.
Little is known about what defines the positioning of active genes
and their nascent transcripts to either the nucleoplasm or nucleoli.
Gene editing experiments, in which a compartment I gene, whose
transcripts are close to nucleoli, replaces a gene encoding compartment II transcripts positioned further away from nucleoli, promise
insights into whether DNA regions and/or the expressed transcript
play roles in gene and RNA positioning.

Our in-emulsion barcoding and sequencing method enables not
only the identification of pairwise spatial associations but also the
simultaneous detection of more than two RNAs in proximity to
each other. This allows transcripts to be characterized by valency,
which can be interpreted as a local RNA density or connectivity.
Transcripts can therefore be located and assigned to RNA-dense
or sparse neighborhoods. For example, we mapped the proximal
transcriptomes of 7SLRNA overlapping or at the border to highvalency compartment I, which explained the increased valency of
the network. In contrast, the proximal transcriptome of MALAT1
in speckle bodies assigned to the often RNA-sparse compartment II
showed increased valency independently of associations with nucleoli in compartment I.
The combined analysis of Hi-C chromatin contacts and RNA
valency suggested that chromatin regions encoding compartment I
transcripts with increased RNA valency exhibit stronger DNA contacts, reflecting proximity to the perinucleolar B compartment.
These nucleic-acid-dense territories displayed faster transcription
elongation compared with low-valency compartment II regions. We
can only speculate that, besides genomic sequence and chromatin
determinants, sequestering of certain protein factors might favor
rapid transcription elongation in high-valency nuclear regions.
Interestingly, transcription elongation factors have been shown to
associate with chromatin in an RNA-dependent manner38, which
raises the possibility that transcripts themselves in crowded RNAdense regions might accumulate elongation factors critical to speed
up transcription and thereby sustain local high RNA valency.
The utility of Proximity RNA-seq will lie in its versatility to
sequence different subcellular RNA-containing structures. Our
understanding of the composition and functioning of RNA compartments beyond the nucleus, such as RNA-rich phase separations or aggregates in disease states, will benefit from the spatial
RNA measurements introduced here. We envision that large-scale
proximity measurements of RNA, a molecule with ubiquitous but
non-random distribution throughout cells, will achieve a map of
whole-cell spatial organization by means of sequencing.
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Methods

Preparation of nuclear homogenates for Proximity RNA-seq. SH-SY5Y cells
were cultured in high-glucose DMEM medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone) and Streptomycin, Penicillin
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). At 70–80% confluency in 150 mm dishes, cells were
crosslinked. Culture medium was replaced by 19.8 ml of pre-warmed 1× PBS and
0.2 ml of freshly prepared 10 mM EGS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was added drop-wise for 1 mM final concentration. Cells were
incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. Then, 1.4 ml of 16% formaldehyde (Agar Scientific)
was added to dishes for a final concentration of 1%, and the incubation was
extended for another 10 min at room temperature. The addition of 3.5 ml of 1 M
glycine quenched crosslinking, and cells were scraped immediately and pelleted in
a 50 ml Falcon tube at 210g for 5 min at 4 °C. Cell pellets were washed with 1× PBS
supplemented with 125 mM glycine. A second wash with 1× PBS was carried out
subsequently. Cell pellets were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C
until use.
Frozen cell pellets from single 150 mm dishes were thawed on ice in 1 ml of
20 mM Tris buffer pH 7.2, spun and resuspended in 1.5 ml of hypotonic Igepal
C-630 lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.2, 5 mM NaCl, 0.2% Igepal C-630, 2 mM
EDTA, 1 mM EGTA) supplemented with 1× Complete, EDTA-free protease
inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science) and 0.5 units µl−1 SUPERase IN
RNase inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were kept on ice for 30 min
with occasional mixing. Nuclei were spun at 2,000 r.p.m. for 5 min in a benchtop
centrifuge at room temperature, and the buffer exchanged with SDS washing
buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.2, 5 mM NaCl, 0.3% SDS, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA)
supplemented with inhibitors as listed above. Samples were incubated for 10 min
at room temperature in a thermoblock with constant mixing at 750 r.p.m. Triton
X-100 was added for a final concentration of 1.7% and incubation prolonged for
10 min. Nuclei were then washed once in 10 mM Tris pH 7.2, 5 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, supplemented with inhibitors as specified above, and
once in the same buffer with only 0.05% Triton X-100. Nuclei were resuspended in
0.2 ml of wash buffer with 0.05% Triton X-100 and sonicated in 15 ml Falcon tubes
using a bioruptor UCD-200 sonicator (Diagenode) with power set to medium
for three to five cycles of 10 s on followed by 10 s off at 8 °C. After three cycles
of sonication, the disruption of nuclei was inspected using Trypan blue staining
and light microscopy. Sonicated nuclear homogenates were flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until use.
Content and fragment length of RNA and DNA, respectively, were estimated
after crosslink reversal and purification of nucleic acids using a spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop) and agarose gel electrophoresis as follows. For DNA extraction, 20 µl
of nuclear homogenate was supplemented with the following reagents to final
concentrations of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS and
5 µl of proteinase K (Roche Applied Science, 10 mg ml−1 stock concentration)
for a total volume of 40 µl. DNA extraction mixes were first incubated for 4 h
at room temperature followed by 2 h at 70 °C. Then, 2 µl of RNase A (Roche
Applied Science, 10 mg ml−1 stock concentration) was added and samples were
incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. DNA was purified by phenol/chloroform extraction
and salt/isopropanol precipitation and resuspended in 10 µl of nuclease-free water
(Ambion). To extract RNA, final concentrations of 100 mM sodium citrate pH 6.2,
2 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS and 5 µl of proteinase K were added for a total volume of
40 µl. RNA extraction mixes were incubated for 4 h at room temperature followed
by 1 h at 70 °C. 1 ml of Trizol LS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added and RNA
isolated according to the manufacturer’s manual and resuspended in 10 µl of water.
Barcoding of beads by emulsion PCR. For eight PCR reactions, 140 µl of MyOne
streptavidin C1 magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was washed twice in
polypropylene tubes (Treff) on a magnetic rack with high salt buffer (20 mM Tris
pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). After resuspension in 280 µl of high salt buffer,
48 µl of 100 µM dual-biotinylated primer R (Integrated DNA technologies) was
added and beads were mixed briefly by vortexing. Binding was allowed for 20 min
at room temperature with occasional vortexing. Beads were then washed twice
in high salt buffer and once in TTLE buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA,
0.05% Triton X-100) with 0.04 µg ml−1 of molecular biology grade BSA (NEB).
Beads were resuspended in 280 µl of TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA and stored
for up to 2 d at 4 °C.
The aqueous phase for eight PCR reactions using AccuPrime HiFi Taq DNA
polymerase and reagents (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was prepared on ice in DNA
LoBind tubes (Eppendorf). To 943 µl of water were added 128 µl of 10× PCR buffer I,
32 µl of MgSO4 (50 mM stock), 25 µl of dNTP mix (stock of 25 mM each dNTP,
Thermo Fisher Scientific), 32 µl of Primer F (100 µM stock, Sigma) and 40 µl of
1 µM non-biotinylated primer R (Sigma). Then, 35 µl of beads carrying dualbiotinylated primer R were pipetted extensively and heated at 95 °C for 40 s before
addition to the PCR mix on ice. After mixing by pipetting, 20 µl of AccuPrime
HiFi Taq polymerase was added, and the mix was pipetted again. Next, 25 µl of
1 nM random barcode template was heated for 1 min at 95 °C before immediate
addition to the PCR mix on ice. The mix was extensively pipetted on ice. The oil
phase for one PCR reaction consisted of 480 µl of Pico-Surf 1–5% in Novec 7500
(Sphere Fluidics). To 480 µl of Pico-Surf in polypropylene tubes (Treff), 160 µl
of the PCR mix was added. The water–oil phase-separated mixture was then
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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emulsified by vortexing using a Vortex Genie 2 vortexer (Scientific Industries) on
a horizontal tube holder at 4 °C for 20 min at maximum speed, and 50 µl aliquots
of the emulsion were pipetted into each well of a 96-well hard-shell plate (Biorad).
The PCR was carried out with a lid temperature of 100 °C. After 1 min at 94 °C, 35
cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 58 °C and 45 s at 68 °C were performed, followed by
5 min at 68 °C.
The 50 µl emulsion PCR reactions were pooled and spun at 2,000 r.p.m. for
1–2 min in a benchtop centrifuge or until non-emulsified oil phase appeared at
the bottom. The lower oil phase was removed, three volumes of the initial aqueous
phase of 5% Ficoll 400 was added, and the mixture was vortexed. Then, 350 µl of
PFOH (1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorooctan-1-ol) was added, and after vortexing, the
mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 5 min. To separate beads from the mixture,
the tube was placed on a magnet and incubated at 37 °C for 5–10 min. The PFOH
phase at the bottom and the aqueous upper phase, if transparent, were removed.
Beads were resuspended in the remaining aqueous phase and TLE buffer (10 mM
Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA) was added up to a total volume of around 300 µl. The
PFOH extraction was repeated. Beads were then washed three to four times in TLE
buffer and transferred into new tubes. Further washes as specified followed: three
times in 1% SDS buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 5 mM NaCl, 1% SDS), once in TLE
buffer supplemented with 1% Triton X-100, once in TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1
BSA. Beads from eight PCR reactions were pooled and resuspended in 50 µl of
TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA.
Barcoding quality controls. Two-barcode quality control experiments (Fig. 1c,d)
were carried out as described above except that random barcode pools were
replaced with two barcode templates with defined sequences. To count barcoded
beads of two-barcode experiments, fluorescently labeled probes base-pairing to
barcode sequences were hybridized. Briefly, 2 µl of beads from a 50 µl batch of eight
PCR reactions were mixed with 3 µl of 10× Accuprime PCR buffer I, 2 × 2 µl of the
two barcode-specific probes or 1 × 2 µl of T7 probe (100 µM) and water up to 30 µl.
Hybridization was carried out using the following temperature program: 2 min
incubations at 94 °C and 80 °C, then from 75 °C to 61 °C a temperature decrease
by 1° every 2 min, followed by 10 min at 60 °C and 2 min at 55 °C, 50 °C and 45 °C,
respectively. Beads were washed once with 1% SDS buffer, once in high salt buffer,
then resuspended in 1× Accuprime PCR buffer I, which was pre-warmed at 67 °C
and incubated for 3 min at 67 °C. These washes were repeated two more times.
After resuspension in TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA, beads were pipetted
extensively before analysis by flow cytometry. We used a FACSAria III machine
(BD Biosciences) with a 70 µm diameter nozzle and removed neutral density filter.
For two-barcode experiments, fluorophores were detected with settings for PE
582/15 nm (Cy3) and APC 670/14 nm (Cy5).
To control the fraction of barcoded beads when using random template pools,
we only used a Cy5-labeled DNA probe (T7 probe) hybridizing to a non-random
region of the barcodes. We retained bead batches with 40–60% barcoding.
Random tailing of barcodes on beads. First, unused primers immobilized on
beads were digested by an exonuclease I (NEB) treatment. One batch of beads
from eight PCR reactions was resuspended in 65 µl of 10× Exo I buffer, 520 µl of
water and 65 µl of exonuclease I and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min. Beads were
then washed once in1% SDS buffer, once in TLE buffer with 1% Triton X-100 and
once in TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA. To remove untemplated adenosine
overhangs added by Taq polymerase, beads were incubated for 30 min at 20 °C
in 10 µl of NEB Next End Repair Reaction Buffer, 5 µl of NEB Next End Repair
Enzyme Mix (NEB) and 85 µl of water. Wash steps were repeated as outlined after
exonuclease I treatment. Beads were then subjected to a T7 exonuclease treatment
in 20 µl of NEB 4 buffer, 10 µl of T7 exonuclease (NEB) and 170 µl of water for
15 min at 25 °C to generate single-stranded barcodes immobilized via their dualbiotinylated 5′ ends, which are inert to exonuclease activity. The same wash steps
as described above were repeated. To add random bases to barcode ends on beads,
a primer with a 5′ random overhang was hybridized to the 3′ ends of barcodes and
the overhang used as template to introduce 3′ random bases to barcodes. To do
so, beads were resuspended in a Pfx polymerase mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
consisting of 10 µl of 10× Platinum Pfx buffer, 84 µl of water, 3 µl of 10 mM
nucleotides, 2 µl of 50 mM MgSO4, 1 µl of Random tail primer (100 µM) and 1 µl
of Pfx polymerase enzyme. The mix was incubated for 2 min at 94 °C, 5 min at
55 °C and 10 min at 68 °C. The wash steps as described above were repeated. The
T7 exonuclease treatment to generate single-stranded barcodes was repeated as
described above. Beads were resuspended in 50 µl of TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl–1
BSA and stored at −20 °C or 4 °C until use.
In-emulsion reverse transcription of RNA-containing particles and crosslink
reversal. Two batches of beads, equivalent to 16 PCR reactions, were used to
reverse-transcribe RNA-containing particles equivalent to 50 ng of purified RNA.
The beads were resuspended in 30 µl of TTLE with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA, and freshly
prepared Actinomycin D (Sigma) in DMSO was added for a final concentration
of 6 ng µl−1 to inhibit reverse transcriptase activity on DNA templates. Possible
aggregates of beads were disrupted by extensive pipetting, followed by sonication
using a bioruptor UCD-200 sonicator (Diagenode) with power set to medium for
two cycles of 5 s on followed by 5 s off. The 160 µl of RT mixes (Thermo Fisher
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Scientific) prepared in LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) contained 32 µl of 5× FirstStrand Buffer, 8 µl of 10 mM dNTP Mix (each), 8 µl of 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT),
2 µl of RNase inhibitor, 0.32 µl of BSA for a final concentration of 0.04 µg µl−1
(NEB), 1.6 µl of MgCl2 for a final concentration of 0.5 mM,16 µl of Superscript
III, 2 µl of Actinomycin D, final concentration of 5 ng µl−1, nuclear homogenate
corresponding to 50 ng of RNA, and water. The beads were heated at 90 °C for
1 min before addition to the RT mix on ice. The emulsion was prepared with 550 µl
of Pico-Surf on a vortexer as described above at 4 °C for 40 min at maximum speed,
and 50 µl per well was added to a 96-well plate. A cycling temperature program
was used to increase the probability of RNA priming. In a thermocycler with lid
temperature at 55 °C, samples were incubated at 55 °C for 2 min, then placed on
ice for 2 min, followed by 30 min at 22 °C. Then, the following cycle was repeated
60 times: 22 °C for 1 min, ramping to 50 °C with a rate of 0.5 °C s−1, 50 °C for 1 min.
Emulsions were broken as described earlier. Beads were resuspended in 200 µl of
20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl and incubated overnight at 65 °C. cDNA on beads
was treated with 1 µl of RNase H (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 0.5 µl of RNase A
(Roche Applied Science, 10 mg ml−1 of stock concentration) in 5 µl of 10× RNaseH
buffer l (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 43.5 µl of water for 30 min at 37 °C. Beads
were then washed once in 1% SDS buffer, once in TLE buffer with 1% Triton X-100
and once in TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA and resuspended in 1× TTLE buffer
with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA.
Proximity RNA-seq library preparation. The second Illumina sequence was
introduced by PCR with a primer flanked by a poly-C stretch after G-tailing of the
barcoded and immobilized cDNA. For G-tailing, beads were resuspended in 5 µl
of 10× TdT buffer (NEB), 5 µl of cobalt chloride, 2.5 µl of 100 µM dGTP/ddGTP
mix (95 µM dGTP (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 5 µM ddGTP (Sigma)), 5 µl of TdT
enzyme (NEB, 2 units µl−1 final) and 32.5 µl of water and incubated for 20 min
at 37 °C. Beads were washed once in 1% SDS buffer, once in TLE buffer with 1%
Triton X-100, once in 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.05% Triton
X-100 and twice in TTLE buffer with 0.04 µg µl−1 BSA.
Beads were resuspended in 5 µl of 10× Accuprime buffer I, 42.5 µl of water,
0.5 µl of RP1_long primer (50 µM stock), 0.5 µl of polyC12_cDNA adapter (50 µM
stock) and 0.5 µl of Accuprime HiFi Taq pol (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After 1 min
incubation at 94 °C, five cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 45 s at 52 °C and 2 min 30 s at 68 °C
were carried out. The beads were captured, the supernatant containing the barcoded
cDNA library was transferred to a new tube and 150 µl of 20 mM Tris pH 8, 50 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA was added. Size selection of PCR products using AMPure XP
beads (0.75× the sample volume, Beckman Coulter) was repeated twice.
To reduce non-specific amplification and PCR duplicates during library
amplification with low input, an emulsion PCR was performed. The eluate from
the preamplification was mixed with 20 µl of 10× Accuprime buffer I, 2 µl of RP1
long (50 µM), 2 µl of Index primer (50 µM), 1 µl of dNTPs (stock of 25 mM each
dNTP, Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1 µl of MgSO4 (50 mM stock), 4 µl of Accuprime
HiFi Taq pol and water for a final volume of 200 µl. The mix was emulsified for
20 min with 600 µl of Pico-Surf as described above. The emulsion was transferred
into wells of a 96-well plate and the following PCR program run: 94 °C for 1 min,
20–24 cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 52 °C and 2 min 30 s at 68 °C. After pooling
the PCR reactions, the aqueous phase was recovered and DNA was size-selected
in one round with 0.65× AMPure beads and a second round with 0.8× AMPure
beads. The final libraries were eluted in 35 µl of TLE buffer. The concentration and
fragment size distribution of libraries were determined by Bioanalyzer profiles
(Agilent Technologies) and Kapa Illumina SYBR green qPCR (Kapa Biosystems)
according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Species-mixing control experiment. For the species-mixing experiment, 1182-4H
Drosophila melanogaster cells were cultured in M3 medium (10% FCS) according to
recommendations of the Drosophila Genomics Resource Center (DGRC). Nuclear
particles were prepared as described above for human cells. Fly particles equivalent
to 50 ng of purified RNA were added to the same amount of human particles before
encapsulation into droplets together with barcoded beads for reverse transcription.
All steps were carried out as described for libraries with human particles only.
Hi-C library generation. Hi-C libraries were generated for biological duplicates
as described previously40,41. Briefly, after fixation in 2% formaldehyde for 10 min,
nuclei from 2–10 million SH-SY5Y cells were digested with HindIII at 37 °C
overnight, and DNA ends were labeled with biotin-14-dATP (Life Technologies)
in a Klenow fill-in reaction and then re-ligated overnight. After treatment with
proteinase K (Roche) and crosslink reversal at 65 °C for 16 h, DNA was purified
and sheared to an average size of 400 base pairs (bp), following manufacturer’s
instructions (Covaris). The sheared DNA was end-repaired, A-tailed and sizeselected using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) to isolate DNA ranging
from 250 to 550 bp in size. Accessible biotin at fragment ends was removed, and
internally biotinylated fragments were immobilized on MyOne Streptavidin C1
DynaBeads (Invitrogen). Paired-end adapters (Illumina) were ligated to fragment
ends and Hi-C libraries were amplified by PCR.
Dual RNA-FISH. The smiFISH (single molecule inexpensive FISH) strategy
adapted here has been developed by Tsanov et al42. The transcript-specific
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probes (usually 24) are unlabeled but contain a fixed sequence complementary
to a fluorescently labeled detector probe (FLAP oligo, Supplementary Table 1).
Transcript probe design was performed with Stellaris probe designer (www.
biosearchtech.com) with the following settings: probe length 20 bases, human
masking level 5, minimal spacing 2 bases. The first and/or second intron of
transcripts was used for probe design. An equimolar mix of probes (100 µM)
was prepared, and 2 µl of this mix and 200 pmol of the FLAP oligo were added to
50 mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl in a final volume of 20 µl. The mix was incubated
at 85 °C for 1 min. To hybridize probes with FLAP oligo, the temperature was
then gradually decreased at 1 °C intervals from 66 to 59 °C and the mix incubated
for 1 min at each temperature. After a final incubation at 55 °C for 1 min, labeled
probes were frozen. Cells were seeded on a coverglass to reach around 80%
confluency the following day. Then, cells on coverglasses were washed in
1× PBS and crosslinked with 3.7% formaldehyde in 1× PBS for 10 min at room
temperature followed by two 1× PBS washes. Cells were permeabilized in
1× PBS with 0.3% SDS for 10 min at room temperature followed by 1× PBS with
1% Triton X-100 for 5 min at room temperature. Subsequently, samples were
washed in wash buffer (2× saline sodium citrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 10%
deionized formamide (Ambion), 10 mM Ribonucleoside Vanadyl Complex (NEB))
for 2–5 min. Coverglasses with fixed cells were then incubated upside down on
200 µl of hybridization buffer (2× saline sodium citrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
10% dextran sulfate, 10% deionized formamide (Ambion), 10 mM Ribonucleoside
Vanadyl Complex (NEB)) with U3 probes (100 ng) and candidate transcript probes
(3 µl of mix) in a light-tight humidified chamber for 4 h at 37 °C. After in situ
hybridization, samples were washed twice for 30 min in wash buffer at 37 °C.
During the second wash step, 10 ng ml−1 of DAPI was added. Then, coverglasses
with cells were washed twice in 1× PBS and mounted on microscope slides
using Prolong Diamond Antifade Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Stacked
images were taken with a confocal Zeiss 780 microscope (Zeiss) and 3D distances
measured using the Imaris software (Bitplane).
Electron microscopy of nuclei after EDTA regressive staining. EDTA regressive
staining was conducted as originally reported33 with modifications as follows.
Briefly, cell pellets were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde.
Samples were then dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol (50%, 70%,
80%, 90%, 96%, for 10 min each and 100% ethanol three times for 10 min). Then,
samples were treated three times with propylene oxide for 5 min each. Samples were
embedded in epoxy resin and polymerized at 60 °C for 16 h. Thin sections of about
50 nm width were mounted on copper grids covered with formvar and treated with
3% uranyl acetate for 3 min, rinsed and then floated on 0.2 M EDTA for 18 min at
room temperature. After rinsing, cells were contrasted with 0.2% lead citrate for
2 min. The grids were washed with bi-distilled water and air-dried. Imaging was done
with a transmission electron microscope (Jeol JEM-1010, Peabody, MA) operating at
80 kV and a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera (CCD-300-RC, MT 1).
Filtering and mapping of barcode and cDNA reads generated by Proximity
RNA-seq. Proximity RNA-seq libraries were sequenced on two to three sequencing
lanes. We combined the FASTQ files, 150 bp single-end, derived from the same
library into one FASTQ file.
Properly constructed sequence reads started at the 5′ end with a 26 bp random
barcode, immediately followed by a fixed 20 bp sequence, which specified one of
the primer sequences used to amplify barcodes on beads. The pipeline confirmed
that this fixed sequence was present, allowing for a 2 bp mismatch. Reads lacking
the fixed primer sequence were discarded.
Low-complexity polynucleotides, the same nucleotide 13 or more times in a
20 bp sequence, in barcodes were removed. We chose this threshold because the
probability of a randomly generated 20 bp sequence containing the same nucleotide
at least 13 times was less than 1 in 1,000 (it was assumed that each nucleotide
occurred with equal frequency and that any combination of nucleotides was
equiprobable). In addition, the software filtered out putative adapter artefacts by
screening barcodes against adapter sequences used in the generation of the library.
To account for errors in barcodes introduced throughout the protocol, which
could lead to an inflation of the barcode complexity of a library and reduce the
number of identified spatial RNA associations, the pipeline allocated barcodes to
groups of barcodes of very closely related sequences, most likely derived from the
same barcode.
To create these groups, barcode sequences were extracted from all the
sequenced reads. This dataset was then de-duplicated and concatenated into
a single string, in which barcodes were separated from one to another by
24 unspecified bases (N). The produced file was in FASTA format and was
subsequently converted to a Bowtie 2 FM-index (based on the Burrows–Wheeler
transform). Each barcode was then mapped back to this index using Bowtie 2 in
FASTA mode, reporting all alignments (-a)43. Barcodes either mapped uniquely to
this index or mapped to multiple locations. In the latter scenario, the two locations
to which the read mapped were considered members of the same barcode group.
After mapping, all barcode groups sharing a common barcode were collapsed into
a single barcode group comprising all the observed, slightly varying barcodes.
We noticed barcode sequences that were identical to one another but offset
by a nucleotide. If artefactual, this would cause new barcodes to be generated and
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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potentially split otherwise cobarcoded groups of transcripts. For this reason, we
trimmed barcodes by 3 bp at either end after extracting from the 150 bp sequenced
read and before mapping to the virtual barcode genome, which consisted of the full
26 bp units.
Finally, to remove large, likely false positive transcript groups, we chose a
conservative cutoff in which the pipeline modeled the variation in increasing
barcode group size, that is, the number of cobarcoded transcripts, as a Poisson
distribution. Barcode groups of a size so large that they would have been expected
to occur with a probability of less than 0.001 were removed from the dataset.
For mapping cDNA sequences, the first 67 bp from the start of a read were
removed (26 bp barcode, 20 bp barcode PCR primer, 15 bp random reverse
transcription primer and six extra base pairs, which improved mapping efficiency);
the next 50 bp were retained and mapped to the human genome using HISAT2
with default parameters44 and known splice-sites (GRCh38.83).
Ribosomal RNA sequences in the reference human genome 38 were masked.
The rRNA sequence was subsequently re-introduced into the genomic sequence as
a separate chromosome (NCBI Reference Sequence: NR_046235.1).
Following mapping, exact read duplicates (reads sharing identical barcodes and
mapping to the same position) were removed, but one representative copy
was retained.
Custom transcriptome annotation. We used gene annotations from ENSEMBL
Human Genome 38 (Ensembl 78: December 2014) as transcript units. We divided
the reference annotation so that reads could be aligned unambiguously to a single
feature. Since genes may overlap, we defined a hierarchy to establish how regions
were classified (Supplementary Fig. 2). First, the pipeline used the ENSEMBL
Human Genome 38 to retrieve gene coordinates and repeat masker to define RNA
repeat regions in Human Genome 38 (http://www.repeatmasker.org). Opposing
strands were treated separately with respect to overlapping genes, but regions of
overlap between genes on the same strand were excluded. An exception to that
rule was when genes were contained entirely within a surrounding gene. In such
instances, the area of overlap was assigned to the inner gene. This was particularly
important, since many genes, such as snoRNAs, are often located entirely within
larger genes. Reads mapping to either strand of a RNA repeat region in the genome
were assigned to single representations of 5S, HY1, HY3, HY4, HY5, U1, U2,
U3, U4, U5, U6, U7, U8, U13, U14, U17, BC200, transfer RNA (all t-RNAs were
collapsed into one feature), 7SLRNA and 7SK.
For gene features, only uniquely mapping reads were kept. The pipeline allowed
multi-mapping as long as the best possible alignment corresponded to a predefined
repeat region. Reads not mapping to any feature were discarded.
The pipeline grouped features into RNA particles or transcript groups based
on the barcode read sequences. Multiple reads with the same barcode and mapping
to the same transcript were counted as one observation, which we named a proxy
read, due to the ambiguity of the multiple reads originating from a single RNA
molecule or from several copies of the same transcript.
Monte Carlo simulation to identify preferential pairwise RNA contacts. We
created a Monte Carlo simulation to identify preferential spatial associations or
contacts between pairs of transcripts. The simulation took as input: (1) the number
of transcript groups or RNA particles observed, which equals the number of
unique barcodes in a dataset, (2) the barcode group size of each of those particles
and (3) the frequency with which each transcript was observed in the dataset
(number of proxy reads). The simulation first constructed frequency distributions
for barcode group size and transcript abundance. Then, virtual RNA particles
were created in silico by selecting a random value from the barcode group size
distribution and then randomly selecting different transcripts from the transcript
abundance distribution to fill up the barcode group. Again, the simulation allowed
any combination of transcripts within a barcode group except combinations with
multiple observations of the same transcript. On the occasion when a transcript
was selected that was already present in the particle, the selection of the new
transcript was rejected and instead added to a priority pool. Transcripts inside
the priority pool were randomly picked for the generation of the following virtual
RNA particle.
Following random particle generation, the cobarcoded pairwise RNA contacts
were counted. In total, 100,000 simulations were performed, and the number of
simulations in which a pairwise RNA contact occurred at least as many times as
in the observed data was recorded. This gave a P value for the probability that
an observed RNA–RNA contact in the real data could have occurred with that
frequency by chance. One of the simulated randomized datasets was also passed to
the Monte Carlo simulation to undergo 100,000 simulations. We intended that this
would give us a measure of the variation between random datasets (but still retain
comparable barcode group size and transcript abundance distributions to those of
the observed datasets). There were now two groups of Monte Carlo simulations:
the first the result of performing 100,000 simulations on the observed dataset
(group 1) and the second the result of performing 100,000 simulations on one of
the randomized datasets (group 2) of group 1.
Each P value assigned to an observed contact after comparison with group 1
was then added to a local distribution of 500 P values from the group 2 simulations.
The local distributions were chosen to most closely match the RNA–RNA contact
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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being examined in terms of the observed and simulated counts. Each distribution
was modeled as a normal distribution to assign a probability of a given contact
falling within that distribution. Consequently, for infrequent contacts the selected
distributions generally exhibited high variability, whereas for frequent contacts the
variability was lower, so the new P values calculated took this change in variability
into account. These new, local-background-corrected P values obtained from the
normal distribution, referred to simply as P values throughout the manuscript,
were used when filtering spatial RNA associations and for principal component
and t-SNE analyses. Furthermore, background-corrected P values were adjusted
using Benjamini–Hochberg multiple testing correction.
Nascent versus processed transcriptome analysis. We categorized the Binary
Alignment Map (BAM) format reads mapped by HISAT2 into one of three
categories: ‘Exon Junction’, ‘Nascent’ or ‘Other’. To achieve this, we defined regions
in human genome assembly 38.78 as unambiguously intronic: that is, notated as
an intron but never also notated as an exon in the case of overlapping isoforms or
genes. After determining the genomic positions of these sequences, we identified
BAM reads in which both ends overlapped an unambiguous intron sequence,
and analysis of the Compact Idiosyncratic Gapped Alignment Report (CIGAR)
string showed that the read was not split by HISAT2 during mapping. These were
considered nascent reads. In contrast, we defined exon junction reads as those that
that were split by HISAT2 during mapping and neither of the split read sequences
overlapped with a predefined unambiguous intron region. All reads classified
neither as exon junction nor as nascent were labeled as other.
Poisson distribution in bead barcoding. Bead barcoding, and in general the
integrity of emulsions generated as described earlier, was controlled by applying
a Poisson model to two-barcode PCR assay data (see section “Barcoding quality
controls”). Specifically, flow cytometry analysis of barcoded beads was used to
count the number of beads without barcodes, beads with both barcodes and
beads with signal from only one of the two barcodes. However, beads for which
we detected only one type of barcode could originate from PCR reactions with
initially a single or multiple copies of one of the barcode templates. Similarly,
beads with both barcode types could originate from more than two templates.
We estimated the number of initial barcodes per droplet as follows. Let X
and Y be the hidden number of initial barcode templates of each type on a
bead. We assumed that X ≈ Poisson(λX) and Y ≈ Poisson(λY), with X and Y
independent. For each bead, we observe IX = I(X > 0) and IY = I(Y > 0)—that is,
binary indicators of whether each Poisson variable is greater than zero. It can
be shown that the maximum likelihood estimate of λX is –log(1 – mean(IX)),
with a similar result for λY. From this information, we estimated the number of
beads with unique barcodes, which is P(X + Y = 1) = (λX + λY)exp(–λX – λY) (since
X + Y ≈ Poisson(λX + λY)). Similarly, the number of beads with multiple barcodes is
P(X + Y > 1) = 1 – P(X < 2) = 1 – (1 + λX + λY)exp(–(λX + λY)). Hence, we estimated the
ratio of single-to-multiple barcodes as P(X + Y = 1)/P(X + Y > 1). This assumption
can be verified with the chi-squared test of independence—we used two degrees
of freedom, since the total number of beads is not fixed and two parameters are
estimated from the data.
Mapping statistics. We compared the percentage of reads mapping to genes, exons
and introns (Ensembl 78: December 2014) from Proximity RNA-seq and ribosomal
RNA-depleted total RNA library from SH-SY5Y cells39 (SRX1007599) with the
percentage of base coverage of the same features. Genes were set as 100.
U3 RNA proximities and experimental controls. The number of cobarcoding
events was plotted against the number of proxy reads for each transcript. A
Mann–Whitney U-test was performed on the log ratios (log2(cobarcoding
counts) − log2(proxy reads)) for snoRNAs and non-snoRNAs.
Number of cobarcoded transcripts of top 1,000 RNAs. We restricted the
analysis to the top 1,000 transcripts (based on the number of proxy reads in the
observed dataset). For each of these transcripts, the number of unique, cobarcoded
transcripts was counted irrespective of how many times a given pair of transcripts
was observed together. The number of unique, cobarcoded transcripts was plotted
against the number of proxy reads for the corresponding transcript of the top 1,000
list. Using the top 1,000 transcripts from the observed dataset, unique cobarcoded
transcripts were retrieved from random simulations as well. Fisher’s exact tests
were performed for each transcript on 2 by 2 tables, which included the number
of contacted, that is, cobarcoded, transcripts and the number of transcripts that
were not cobarcoded of the top 1,000 transcriptome for the observed and the
randomized data. The top 1,000 proximal transcriptome was defined as the union
between observed and simulated datasets of all transcripts contacted at least once
by any top 1,000 RNA. P values were false discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted to control
for multiple testing.
RNA proximities and genomic distance. Monte Carlo simulation-derived –log10
P values, capped at 10, were plotted for RNA association pairs with more than three
observations and after filtering out RNA repeats with multiple gene loci against
genomic distance between the RNA-encoding genes.
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Principal component analysis on pairwise RNA contacts. We performed PCA on
a matrix of –log10 P values within each cell from pairwise spatial RNA associations.
The top 100 connected transcripts were used as input variables (columns)
and all transcripts as observations (rows). Including more transcripts as input
variables resulted in failure of PCA due to violation of the normality assumption.
Furthermore, we only used pairwise spatial RNA associations with more than three
observations and a P value cutoff ≤ 0.1 as derived by the Monte Carlo simulations.
We removed transcripts with only one reported pairing with another transcript
and associations that involved mitochondrial ribosomal RNA. We restricted –log10
P values to a plateau at 5 and then subtracted the matrix mean from cells before
performing PCA (R: princomp, using the correlation matrix). Transcripts were
assigned to eight quantiles based on PC2.
Analysis of PC2 quantiles. Transcripts contained within the eight PC2 quantiles
were assigned to RNA classifications retrieved from HGNC (HUGO gene
nomenclature committee, http://www.genenames.org/).
We analysed enrichments of biological processes from gene ontology for
transcripts in PC 2 quantiles using ToppCluster45 (https://toppcluster.cchmc.org/).
A P value cutoff ≤ 0.05 and Bonferroni correction were selected. Furthermore,
limits of transcript number n (minimum and maximum number of transcripts
allowed for an annotation) were set to 5 ≤ n ≤ 1,500. Identified terms of biological
processes were clustered for visualization in Supplementary Fig. 8 based on
semantic grouping using the R package GOSemSim46.
Tissue specificity of transcripts in PC2 quantiles based on Tau scores, where
0 means broadly expressed and 1 is specific, was retrieved from KryuchkovaMostacci and Robinson-Rechavi23. The expression data are based on RNA-seq
measurements of 27 human tissues22.
Exon inclusion scores, a measure for how often an exon is included in the
mature transcript molecule, were used to estimate alternative splicing of transcripts
in PC2 quantiles. For exons of known mRNA isoforms (excluding non-coding
RNAs) as defined by the UCSC Genome Browser (GRCh37/hg19) scores
were obtained from the HEXEvent database26 (http://hexevent.mmg.uci.edu/).
Furthermore, the exon inclusion scale from 0 to 1 was divided into eight equal
interval groups. Thus, each exon had an assigned exon inclusion group and also
a PC2 quantile. To identify overrepresented or underrepresented combinations
of exon inclusion group and PC2 quantile, we used a Poisson generalized linear
model (GLM). We counted the number of transcripts with each combination. This
count was regressed against a linear combination of exon-inclusion-group-specific
and PC2-quantile-specific parameters via a logarithmic link function. The Pearson
residuals from this regression model were plotted in a heatmap.
t-SNE using introns, exon junctions and other features of transcripts or genebased annotations. The same matrix as for PCA with –log10 P values within each
cell from pairwise spatial RNA associations was used for t-SNE. The top 100
connected transcripts were used as input variables (columns) and all transcripts
as observations (rows). Again, we only used pairwise spatial RNA associations
with more than three observations and a P value cutoff ≤ 0.1 as derived by the
Monte Carlo simulations. We removed transcripts with only one reported pairing
with another transcript and associations that involved mitochondrial rRNA. We
restricted –log10 P values to a plateau at 5 and then subtracted the matrix mean
from cells before performing t-SNE (Rtsne package: seed 96, perplexity = 50,
theta = 0.2). Similarly, for gene-based annotations the PCA matrix was used for
t-SNE visualization (seed 96, perplexity = 46, theta = 0.1).
Assignment of valency to transcripts. Proxy reads for each transcript were counted
in barcode groups of different size (named valencies). We then selected transcripts
with the sum of valency 1, 2 and 3 (1: an observation of a single transcript, 2:
two different transcripts detected with one barcode, 3: three different transcripts
detected with one barcode) greater than 10 proxy reads. For each transcript, counts
in valency 1, 2 and 3 were divided by the sum of all three valencies of that given
transcript. Subsequently, the transcriptome-wide distributions of the three valencies
were separately transformed into z-scores. Transcripts were then assigned to highand low-valency classes, respectively. High-valency transcripts were defined based
on z-scores of valency 1 <0 and a mean of valency 2 and 3 z-scores >0. Low-valency
transcripts had z-scores of valency 1 >0 and a mean of valency 2 and 3 z-scores <0.
Furthermore, only transcripts reproducibly assigned to high- and low-valency
classes in Proximity RNA-seq triplicates were retained and used for further analysis.
To analyse the valency of a group of transcripts proximal to a specific RNA, the
mean valency z-scores were used.
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transformed into correlation matrices using the Pearson product-moment
correlation. The first component of a PCA (PC1) on each of these matrices was
used as a quantitative measure of compartmentalization, and gene expression
values (rpkm) from Proximity RNA-seq data were used to assign negative and
positive PC1 categories to the correct compartments. If necessary, the sign of
the PC1 (which is randomly assigned) was inverted so that positive PC1 values
corresponded to A compartment regions and vice versa for the B compartment.
Integrative 3D chromosome modeling with TADbit. To assess the potential
of the Hi-C data for modeling, we computed the MMP score (0.6) of the matrix
and the predicted accuracy of the models, named distance Spearman correlation
coefficient (0.5), using the MMP score as implemented in TADbit32,49. The MMP
score is based on the matrix size, the contribution of significant eigenvectors in
the matrix, and the skewness and kurtosis of the z-scores distribution of the matrix.
The normalized interaction matrix of chromosome 14 was used for modeling
at a resolution of 100 kb. The short chromosome arm and the centromere were
omitted due to the poor quality of the contact information. TADbit generates
3D models using a restraint-based modeling approach, where the experimental
frequencies of interaction are transformed into a set of spatial restraints. The size of
each particle in the models was defined by the relationship 0.01 nm bp−1 assuming
the canonical 30 nm fibre50. Using a grid search approach, TADbit identified
empirically the three optimal parameters to be used for modeling: (1) maximal
distance between two non-interacting particles (maxdist set as 1,600 nm);
(2) a lower-bound cutoff to define particles that do not interact frequently
(lowfreq set as −1.6); and (3) an upper-bound cutoff to define particles that
do interact frequently (upfreq set as 0.0). Once the three optimal parameters
are defined, TADbit sets the type of restraints between each pair of particles
considering an inverse relationship between the frequencies of interactions of
the contact map and the corresponding spatial distances. Two consecutive
particles were spatially restrained by a harmonic oscillator with an equilibrium
distance that corresponds to the sum of their radii. Non-consecutive particles with
contact frequencies above the upper-bound cutoff were restrained by a harmonic
oscillator at an equilibrium distance, while those below the lower-bound cutoff
were maintained further than an equilibrium distance by a lower-bound harmonic
oscillator. To identify 3D models that best satisfy all the imposed restraints, the
optimization procedure was then performed using a Monte Carlo simulated
annealing sampling protocol as implemented in TADbit. A total of 5,000 models
were generated and only the 1,000 that best satisfied the input restraints were
used for further analysis. The contact map obtained from the final 1,000 models
ensemble resulted in a Pearson correlation of 0.72 with the input Hi-C interaction
matrix, which is indicative of good model accuracy49.
Clustering was performed on the models ensemble to assess its structural
similarity using a pairwise rigid-body superposition that minimizes the root
mean squared deviation (r.m.s.d.) between the superimposed conformations, as
implemented in TADbit.
Structural analysis of the 3D chromosome model. Using TADbit, a set of
descriptive measures were calculated to analyse the structural properties of each
particle in the ensemble model: (1) accessibility, measuring how accessible a
particle is from an external object of radius of 150 nm; (2) density, measuring the
local compactness of the chromatin fibre; (3) contact density, counting the number
of particles within a given spatial distance (2× particle size) from a specified
particle; and (4) walking angle, measuring the angle formed by a particle and its
two immediate neighbor particles. Using these descriptive measurements, we
calculate local proprieties of the ensemble model. We define local accessibility of
a particle as the mean accessibility value of a given particle over all N models in
the ensemble. Similarly, we define local contact density of a particle as the mean
contact density of a given particle over all N models in the ensemble; this is used as
a proxy for local packing density.
A density map is generated for each cluster in the ensemble using the molmap
command in Chimera51. The density map is represented by intensities at points
i (ρi) on a cubic grid with a grid space of resolution in kb divided a factor of 3.
Each structure is defined by its beads coordinate in Cartesian space and a mass
corresponding to 1 bead unit.
The density ρi is defined with a Gaussian function as:
ρi = ∑
N

ZN

−

e
(σ 2π )3

(x − xn) 2 + (y − yn)2 + (z − zn) 2
2σ 2

Hi-C data processing. Sequencing data generated by Hi-C of two biological
replicates were processed using HiCUP, which includes mapping to the reference
genome, di-tag filtering and removal of artefacts47.
Each chromosome contact matrix was normalized using TADbit32. Briefly,
low-quality bins (those presenting low contacts numbers) were removed and ICE
normalization48—also known as ‘vanilla’ normalization36—was performed using
the default settings.

x, y and z are the Cartesian coordinates of particle N, ZN is the mass and σ is set
equal to the resolution in kb (100). Density maps for specific compartments or
regions are generated accordingly.
The distances between the centers of mass (COMs) of different density map
regions were calculated to analyse the relative positioning of high- and lowvalency regions with respect to the B compartment. Analysis was performed with
Chimera51.

Identification of subnuclear genomic compartments. To segment the genome
into A and B regions, the normalized Hi-C matrices at 100 kb resolution were

Hi-C contact enrichments between genomic valency segments. We computed
contact enrichments between all PCA-derived Hi-C regions (A and B regions,
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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excluding chromosome X) using a statistical model based on a binomial test
to estimate the significance of contacts as implemented in SeqMonk (https://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/). Contacts with
P values ≤ 0.05 and at least five observations were reported. High- and lowvalency transcripts (see method paragraph on valency) were scored as 1 and
−1, respectively, and for every A, B genomic region the mean score of valency
transcripts overlapping the region was calculated. We selected regions with at
least three transcripts with assigned valency for further analysis. Low-valency
regions were defined based on scores smaller than or equal to the median of all
region valency scores; high-valency regions had bigger scores than the median.
Regions that did not overlap with any valency transcript were classified as novalency regions. Empirical cumulative distribution functions and means of log2
observed/expected contacts (contact enrichment) were plotted for groups of
contact pairs as indicated (Fig. 6c).
Regression of intronic read density decay. We implemented a linear regression
analysis to estimate the read decrease along introns into the SeqMonk suite (https://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/). Briefly, Proximity RNAseq, pool of p2, p5, p8 and p7 libraries, was used as a 1D RNA-seq dataset after
read de-duplication based on genomic position and ignoring RNA particle-specific
barcodes. We only considered introns of at least 30 kb in length. Reads were binned
into 500 bp windows for linear regression. Regressions were only reported if the slope
was negative and the P value did not exceed 0.05. All slope values were reported
multiplied by a factor of 1,000,000. For genomic intervals overlapped by multiple
intron isoforms, the mean slope of all isoforms was used. Genomic regions with two
or more valency transcripts and three or more introns with estimated elongation rates
were included in the analysis.
Statistics. Proximity RNA-seq libraries were generated from multiple independent
SH-SY5Y cell cultures. The frequency with which pairwise RNA cobarcoding
occurred at least as many times in simulations as in observed data generated
P values for RNA–RNA proximities. P values were then background-corrected
based on local distributions of observed and simulated RNA–RNA proximity
counts modeled as normal distributions.
In follow-up analyses exact sample sizes and statistical tests, all two-sided,
are noted.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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Data availability

Proximity RNA-seq and Hi-C raw sequencing data are available on Gene
Expression Omnibus accession: GSE129732.

Code availability

Code for Hi-C and Proximity RNA-seq analysis is available on github: https://
github.com/3DGenomes/TADbit and https://github.com/StevenWingett/
CloseCall, respectively.
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